“Finally, there’s a way to efficiently sanitize dry pipelines!”

Easy & Effective
Cleaning and sanitizing pneumatic conveying lines used for dry food ingredients has always posed a problem. Water in dry environments is the enemy, it causes microorganisms to grow and must be avoided at all costs. The need has always been there and Biomist has engineered the answer!

The Biomist Way
The same great technology behind Biomist’s portable units are incorporated into the Biomist® SSP Pipe Spraying System. Adjustable trolleys and centering devices are fed and reeled through pipes and ductwork to coat interior surfaces with an atomized mist of our alcohol-based Formula D2 Sanitizer. The solution kills germs and evaporates quickly, saving time, labor & money! Pipes and ductwork are dry and sanitized in minutes. No rinsing needed.

Biomist® Formula D2 Sanitizer
Non-corrosive Biomist® Formula D2 is EPA-approved and ideal for dry pipe sanitizing. It comes ready-to-use, no mixing required!

Industries
- Flours/Starches/Grains
- Bakeries & Cereal
- Milk Powders
- Pet Food/Animal Feed
- Nuts, Seeds & Spices
- Dried Egg Powders
- Rice
And others that use dilute and dense phase pneumatic conveying systems.

Biomist® Power Sanitizing
SS20 & Pipeline Sanitizing System

Two Systems Brought Together
The SSP Pipeline Sprayer can be configured as a stand-alone system or paired up with a SS20 Power Sanitizing System. Both systems are very maneuverable and have easy access to all controls and pressure monitors. Biomist® systems are made in the USA, registered with the FDA and are certified compliant with most industry standards.

Up, Down and All Around
The SSP Pipeline Sprayer can be used on pipes as small as 3 inches. Adjustable pipe trolleys sanitize pipelines that are 5” to 12” in diameter, and larger trolleys with multiple spray heads are designed to sanitize ductwork. All pipe devices can handle horizontal or vertical pipelines and will negotiate 90 degree elbows with ease.

Tested and Approved
Biomist Formula D2 has been independently tested as effective in killing:

Salmonella enterica
Enterobacter sakazakii (Cronobacter)
Escherichia coli 0157:H7
Listeria monocytogenes
Staphylococcus aureus MRSA
Norovirus
Trichophyton mentagrophytes
Influenza A H1N1
Hepatitis B Virus
Vibrio cholerae
List N: COVID-19
and the vast majority of all other bacteria and viruses.
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